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1 Introduction
Throughout the twentieth century, the field of electronics underwent a steady acceleration,
moving quickly from huge, slow, astronomically expensive behemoths to small)quick, afford-

able home computers and an ever-increasing menagerie of other devices. Now, as these devices
in turn s t a r t to become absurdly tiny and so cheap as to be disposable, the industry's niech-

anisms for creating ever-smaller devices and circuiia are beginning t o show signs of strain.

The massive machinery of production is inadequate to its tasks, the designs run up against

the baniera of basic physics, the expense skyrockets and the profits fail to increase.
In as.age in which the microchip is ubiquitous, the rewards for novel methods of niicrofab-

rication are great, and the v a t possibilities of nanotedinology lie just a little ahead. Various
methods of i m d h g g a p h j offer differing benefits, ami even as older tedmiqttes such as

optical lithography are being refined beyond what were once considered their upper limits of

resolution, new techniques show great promise for going e m further once they reach their
technological maturity. Recent developments in optical lithography may aBow it to break the

100-mn limit even without resorting to x-rays; in the meantime, Steven Cnou and associates

have demonstrated successfulrepUcationof 25-mn features using imprint lithography [4]. The
field is a vast said burgeoning one, 'withnewer and smaller devices~usuallyfor manipulating
or staring dataÃ‘bein annoTinced &my week.

For forward-thinkinginventors,however, these techniques are &I& too cumbersome fin
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Visionaries such as Eric Diexler imagine machines that; create themselves out of nafiometersized busd-lag blocks, taking advantage of atomic-scale interactions and the unique physics

of the very, way mall. Such complex assemblers are still firmly in the realm of vision,

but simpler df-assembled materials are already an important part of iaictt>" and naBo-ecale

research. A symposium on self--bled

nanostructured materials held in SU Francisco in

April of 2003 attracted ovar 260 abstracts for pasters and oral presentations [Ill.
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Namimprint and Self Assembly: LISA

Lithographidy induced df-assembly (LISA)appeared in the field of mbmicrometer fabri-

cation about five years qyx Stephen Y. Chou and Lei Zhuang note in the abstrwt of their
&st p a p on the subject, published in 1999, that they did not believe the &&

had been

previously obamved [I], Shortly thereafter Chou et d. published another p a p on l i t b

graphically induced dfkonstructim (LISC) a &ely

r&kd p d w e [2].

S. Y. Chou, L.

Zhumg, and their colleagum at Princeton uiivmity are q d b l e for a sign%dportion

of the extant literature on LISA a d LISC
Mwt other w m k on LISA h~ been published by an international collaboration, whcm
h t paper on the mbject appeared in 2001. ScMBer eâ d. repEcated some af P h d o n ' s

obmwatiom and added 0

t h of their own,wing mmewhat dXerent experimentalt&quea

but achieving m h t i d y sindm mdta [13,16]. Since its k m r y , a wide mie@of u m

for LISA have been propad; it might be able to &eve
electronic parts
sity.

~ d e featr

sizes, to connect

they are assembled on the m a c m d e , or to store dab with high dm-

S m and Gang note

[lq that the &t

muld pmi& ibr h e l y tunedTpmgrammble,

rewritable storage r n d a n k m , p&aps wing

array of AFM t i p just above the pal-

amface for h e COntmI.

2.3

LISA: The Observed Phenomenon

LISA

o

m

when the mold or m k which muld nmmdy be p

is instead mspmded a s

d into the polymer

d d i & a ~ h it ( d y a fbw hundred nauometm.] Chou

et d. actually discovered the phenomenon when dust particla in a conkamhated imprint

lithography ~ w l acted
e
aa stand& and kept th mash fim m h g mnkt with the
PMMA layer. In the preen# of a h - h u n d r e d - m o d r gap, the polymer rises up to
meet the mask, either in periodic pillar arrays (LISA) or maas mrreqmding to featurea on

the w k (LEG.) Although the dect was h t ohm using PMMA, a variety of Werent
polymers m y be wed [15]. ht&ingly,

wKde Chou et dm
s&ed

in farming LISA and

aa orderly hrm

~~ by the &&me aham Fig. 4 &owa

the e&ct~of a aquare pattern

on the upper m d q the uwd hexagonal pattam d mf e a h she of the mddy LISA is
m p d d by the square paktm. In a later paper Chon et d ahow that the mmer p

h of

"
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The theory behind lhographically induced self assembly has been approached by several
authors. Hennmghaufl discusses the instability of thin-film dielectrics [8] the year before
the initial paper on USA; after it is published, fellow Princeton researchers Suo and Liang

approach the problem from the perspective of columnar formation in a. two-phase dielectric
[17]. However, the theory seems to he -worked out in most specific detail by Chou's and
Schaffer'a groups themselves. Their theories of the LISA formation are substantially similar

in overall form, including termsfor air pressure, the effects of surface tension, the electric field
on the polymer, and the intiermoleciriar forces. Chou et al., in their paper on LISA modeling

[18],add a nonlinearityto the surface tension term in the equation first expressed by Schaffer
et al. Using this nonlinear equation, Chou et aL achieve strikingly accurate computer models

of the

USA process, demonstrating the feature sizes, patterns, and wavelengths previously

demonstrated in experiment.

The self-asseiittbly is caused by the electric field between the mask and the polymer, which
may be generated electrostatically or applied externally. This field generates hydrodynamic

instabilities in the polymer, setting up undulations in the thin film. These are reinforced

by their prorinuty to thecharged upper surface, ami eventually they reach the mask and
heginto spreadout acrossit. TheseefiectaareallmoderaMlay thesurfaceteasionof the
p o l p m , which works against the d m t d ~ &&s
c

area of the pol*.

in its minimhation of the s i r h a

The interaction between the electrodynamic force, the surface tension

of the polymer, and the energy of the mask determines the size and type of the pillars (and

also determines whether they will merge and form into a LISC mesa.) The pillars are often
relatively tafl for their width; typical aspect ratios (height over width) are between 0.25 and

1 PI.
Schaffer et at are the first

to propose a detailed model for the pressures that lead to

the

instability of the polymer surface and the eventual "formationof LISA structures. The basic

equation for the pressures on the polymer surface as given in Schaffer'~paper [14]is

In this equation, p is the total pressure on the surface. po is the atmospheric pressure, h
is the total thickness of the polymer; the second term describes the effectsof surface tension
on the system, and the fourth term represents htemiolecniar van der Waals forces. The third
term is the electrical influexice on the system, given by the expression

where eo and ep are the dieleetricalconstants for the air and the polymer, U is the voltage

between the mask and substrate, and d is the mask-substrate spacing. Thia electrical force
is responsible for the instability of the polymer and its eventual formation into pillars and
vassas.

The Aaiacteristic wavelengthofthesystemalso fallsnatiirally from this equation. Schaffer
et

al. calculate this wavelength to be

This gives the rather more complicated ibnmilafor the @ern's

intrinsic wavelength, but

in basic theoretical form it is little different from SchaffÃ§r3model of the USA process; there
seems to be general agreement on the mechanisms behind USA, although the mathematical
formulations themselves may differ in detail.

4

Polymer Dewetting

In thin polymer films above the glass transition temperature,

a

uniform coating of even

thickness m y not be the most energetically favorable state. In this case, depending on the

wettability of the substrate, the polymer may begin to dew&. This process is observed in a
wide variety of dijSesrent types of thin films, including molt& metallic films and liquid crystals.

The initial surface rupture may occur, in metastable substances, due to nucleation by sur-

facedefects or impurities (heterogeneous nucleation) or spontaneous nucleation (homogeneous
nucleation.) These substances require a high activation energy t o begin the process of dew&

ting/phase separation. In unstable polymers, no such activation energy is necessary; minute

fluctuations initiate the phase separation. This process, by which existing thermal fluctuar
tions are amplified into characteristic patterns of dewetting, is called spinodal decomposition

or spinodd dewetting.
Dewetting occurs when the second derivative of the free energy function with respect to
concentration (or height) becomes negative, and it becomes chemically favorable for fluids
to flow

from areas of tower concentration to areas of higher concentration. Jones gives the

equation

for the total free energy of the system, where A is the area, 4 represents the composition

of the material and fo(#) the free energy with respect to composition, and K is a coefficient
specific to the material being studied called the gradient energy coefficient. [19]Jones notes

that this equation applies to a wide variety of materials.
The fact that this equation is formulated to be dependent on compositional fluctuations

reflects the dominance of mixturesin the study of spinodd dewettmg, which is more characteristically observed in the case of polymer blends or copolymers and which therefore represents

a true phase separation. In the case of homopolymers and other uniform substances, we

find that height fluctations take the place of compositional fluctuations in this equation in

detmnhhg the h e enera of the subtance.

The spinodd decomposition process is differentiated from LISA by its disordered character. Whereas LISA develops in regular, periodic arrays as a result ofthe imposed electric field,

spinodd decomposition is essentially random, developing as it does from thermally induced
capillary waves at the polymer surface. Spinodd decomposition does, however, demonstrate a

characteristic length scale, making it a very distinctive phenomenon. The characteristic wave
length of spinodd decomposition occurs at the equilibrium between long wavelengths, where
the distances between peaks

and troughs became

too large

for quick diffusion, and short

wavelengths where the free energy is significantly affected by the greatly increased surface
mughness/surface area [lo].

5

Procedural Considerations

The initial version of the experimfiaital procedure follows principally from S.Y. Chou and L.
Zhiuq's first paper on lithographically induced self assembly, in which they describe the

fundamental format of the process [I]. The basic components of lithographically induced

self assembly are a substrate coated with a layer of polymer on the order of 100 nm thick;
and a mask, suspended above the polymer by a spacer, usually several hundted nm tall. The

materials for each- of these items, and the manner of their combmation, may vary considerably

from experiment to experiment.
5.1

Polymer: Cornposition and Deposition

The exact type of polymer used does not seem to have a strong qualitative effect on the

self-assembly phenomenon. Sdiaffer

et.

al. performed the experiment with polystyrene,

brominated polystyrene, and polymethylmethaerylate;this range of polymers is in contrast
to S.

Y.Chou et. al. who used only the latter, PMMA. The distinction between the different

polymers is principally evident in their differing dielectric constants, which result in varying

characteristic periods of pillar spacing. A higher en results in a smaller spacing, since the
electrostatic force is &re easily able to overcome the surface tension.

This is consistent with

the predictions of the characteristic wavelength equation (3) derived by S W e r et al.

Spin-coating the chosen polymer onto the substrate provides a smooth, even layer of
polymer, and varyingthe composition of the polymer and the angular speed of spin can control

the thickness of this layer. For moat applications requiring a polymer layer on the nanometer

or micron scale, it seems to be the preferred method. Previous experiments [I, 2, 13, 14, l#]
Â¥usin thicknesses between 90 and 200 nna, found that the LISA phenomenon is not -very

sensitive to polymer thickness.

5.2

Mask and Standoffs

The mask. or top plate in the LISA/LISC process is of some importance to the behavior

of the liquefied polymer, insofar as it affects the behavior of the electric field-induced or
electrostaticÃ‘betwee the mask and the polymer/substrate. Typically the mask is made of
silicon coated with a self-assembled monolayer such as octadecyltrichiorosilaneto facilitate
removal of the polymer after the heating cycle. A pattern may be etched into the mask or into
a silicon dioxide layer on its surface, or it may

be added in another material with different

In some cases, to improve the function of the mask
as an electrode, Sch&ffer et al. coated the back with a thin gold layer. Ear experiments in
conductivity and surfactant properties.

which it is considered desirable that the mask be transparent, such as the observation of the
dynamic properties of LISA formation) an Indium-Tin-Oxide (1TO)-coated microscope slide

may he used instead.

In general, the exact properties of the ma& do not seem to strongly affect the LISA
formations, except insofar as U S A pillars or LISG mesas will closely follow any protrusions
cm the mask. The mask can also be used to provide a substrate for thin evaporated-metal

rails, some hmdreda of nanometers high, to act as standoffs and maintain the appropriate
separation between mask and polymer. Chou and colleagues favored this method and used

it to achiew a uniform mask-polymer distance across the samples. Schaffer et al., favoring
a "wedge" geometry that provided a wide range of distance regimes, and needing a non-

oanduetive standoff, used a "step" etched into the silicon itself. Another possible standoff

mechanism;, impired by the dust particles that initially 'brought the LISA phenomenon to

the attention of SkY.Chou and colleagues, might involve colloids of the appropriate particle

diameter scattered across the mask or polymer.

6
6.1

Carrying Out the Process
Preparation of Substrate

In this experiment, the substrate is silicon wafer. This wafer is reduced to pieces of a manageable size (generally between one and two inches across, in order to provide adequate workable
area and still fit into the pressure cell) by scoring it along a straight line using a diamond
scribe and then applying pressure on either side to break it along the scored line. This process
scatters some tiny fragments of silicon across the wafer surfaceficom the scoring,hut alternate

procedures tend simply to shatter the "wafer into unusably small pieces. In later runs, having

become more adept at the manipulation of the silicon wafers, I found that inscribing a small
scratch on the edge of the wafer was often sufficient to make it cleave cleanly with applied

pressure. This method did produce slightly more bad breaks, but when it 'worked correctly
it generally resulted in a straighter break and a cleaner substrate.
Cleaning the substrate was a difficult process as well. and eventually I settled upon a
repeated cycle of acetone followed by isopropyl alcohol and dried with KimWipes. Due to a

lab shortage of acetone, some wafers were cleaned with only isopropyh this did not seem to
make a noticeable difference in results. The substrate received another acetone/alcohol rinse

during its initial spin in the spin-coating apparatus. The spinning apparatus consisted of a

flat metal plate driven by the food processor's motor. A hole in the middle connected to a
small fishtad pump, creating a vacuum chuck. A small O-ring coated with vacuum grease

sat between the substrate wafer and the metal platform to improve the vacuum's hold on the
wafers under high spin.

The substrate shape proved

to

be somewhat significant in the apb process, as aaym-

metrical substrate wafers sometimes flew off the spin apparatus despite the assistance of the
vacuum chuck.

Once the substrate vaa dean and had demonstrated its ability to stay in place

under spin, I transferred a quantity of 50% polymethylmethacrylate (molecular weight 495

K) diluted with anisole onto the substrate and turned on the spin apparatus for one minute.

Generally the polymer readied its final thickness quickly, changing color as it grew thinner

and its thin-film reflective properties changed until it reached a final,relatively uniform light

yellow/gold color, shading to light blue after it was baked. This optical property of the thin

Hm proved &,

im&~aa it provided a rough optical h&mtionof the fdm t h h k n ~ Once
~.

spun for 60 s and baked at 70-80 degrees Celsius for 60 s, the polymer-coated substrate was

ready for -use.

The polymer substrates generally demonstrated a variety of imperfections, incompletely

covered edges, dust particles, and the like. These might have been eliminated with more
dabmate c h h g rndmnism, but they d m a w e d to provide v h d b h m h and ad&

tional standofis (fiar some the, Dr. l^nenbaum and I theorized that the dust particles on
the polymer subah& were h fix$ mom importmt ~ t d &than #be dunhum layem that

had actually been intended far that purpose.)
Using the Pomoaaa physics department dipsometer, we found the thickness of the polymer
varied by about 610 am across the surface of a single sample and ranged from 158 to 180 urn
on all samples. Given the relatively imprecise sample preparation techniques, this range was
entirely acceptable; considered as quarter-wavelengths,these measurements are also consistent

with the observed coloration of the plates.
6.2

Preparation of Mask

1b create the nmimsry gap between the mask and the lover plate, I determined to use a
wedge geometry, with one standoff/atep partway along the mask. Initially, I used a lOOnm

gold colloid for this purpose, dripping a small amount of the colloid on one end of the upper
plate, attempting $6 encourage dumping so that the standoff might reach several hundred

nanometers in height. For subsequent trials, however, I abandoned this method in &TOT of
the more controllable evaporated metal staadofh

To construct a standoff of the proper height, I used the metal-evaporating apparatus to
deposit alumham on the
aluminum &d so that

&,

cowring a portion of the phte

well-dehd h e muld be left b&d

with a piece of tap or

when it w a removed.

The metal-evaporating apparatus consists of a large bell jar that is evacuated to approod-

mately l o 7 ton- using a rough-pump vacuum and a He Cryogenic Pump. It contains two sets
of electrodes between which I placed tungsten "boats" carrying pellets of aluminum. Once

the jar was evacuated, these boats could be heated with 140-160 A of current in order to melt

and vaporize the dtminm. A large metal e t e r protects the Merim of the M
I jm &om
being mated w U & m p W d - m d a t

the h p o f * & t m ~ a q e m

which the samples may be placed.

In order to achieve greater thickness. I constructed a wire holder in which I could place
silicon plates halfway down the inside of the canister. Theoretically, by inverse-squarelaws,
me would expect this to approximately quadruple the dumhm they collected, although in
practice it seemed to be slightly less effective. Generally it took several "boatsn of aluminurn

in order to approach the needed thickness of deposited metal. The first run deposited 330imi

of a l d m as measured by Brett Claw on the AFM. The m n d md third runa prowid more
difficult to measure accurately due to a slightly gentler slope, but eventually I determined

their heights to be approximately 200 nm and 280 mn, respectively. In each run, I also placed
a few silicon wafers on the top of the canister (at the normal height) although I did not use

tkme h -hats
63

due to the dthickness of depdted d

Experimental Conditions

Once the hphte w w mated with polper w d the upper with its d~~

shdofF,

Iplacedthemfacetoface. PreviousexperimentainLISAusedahighpressuretoensure
good contact between the two plates. Locating a mechanism that could both produce this

pressure asd supply heat to the samples, particularly in such a way that it could be controlled

and measured, posed something ofa challenge. Initially I attempted to create pressure using
simple weights placed atop the silicon wafers as they baked on the hot plate. These, however,

proved entirely inadequate to the purpose.

Dt. Tafieabaum and Glenn Flohr helped me to arrive at a design f
a a device that could
exert a high pressure and allow for this pressure to be monitorfed with relative precision, and

which was sufficiently small and heatproof that it could be placed on the hotplate in Dr.

Tanenbauds lab. The device, m m M e d of nwhhdaluminum, m

d s of a d e d metal

n

Compressed
r line

S

Securing
sc-rews

Sample

Figure 5: The device I constructed to exert pressure on the samples.
cell with a piston; the valve on the top connects to a compressed-& line or pressurized gas

cylinder, and this pressure in the top portion of the cell pushes the piston downwards to in

torn exert pressure on the sample. (SeeFigure 5.)
The construction of this device to appropriate tolerances took me approxiioately three
week?,. The sides of the piston and the 0-riqp are coated in vacuum grease to provide both

lubrication and an airtight seal.
Onmi flua device was constructed, I placed the silicon wafers in the location indicated in
{he

diagram, connected the device to the building's compressed air lines, and turned on the

air. The air

proved to contain a certain amount of water, and in subsequent runsI always

made sum to bhw ibh out

b

h b e g h b g (although hihg to do

d

d pmhMy not

have adversely afiected the apparatus, which was presumably watertight when pressurized.)
Placed on a hotpldz pie-heated to the appropriate temperature, the device reached thermal
equilibrium jn 30 to # minutes.

I used several different tenipeeatiires -from 120 to 165 degrees Celsius, although the diffi-

cdty in controlling other variables made it dimcult to be certain how much the temperature
affected the

final polymer forms. During later runs I used a thermocouple provided by Jeff

Olivares, with the probe sandwiched between the bottom cap and the body of the device, to
measure th& apprcBcunate real temperature reached by the silicon plates. This temperature
proved to be generally ten to twenty degrees Celsius below the temperature recorded by the

hotplate; for 16M65 degrees, it was about 140;for 130 degrees, about 115; for 120 degrees,
about 110,

In order to ensure adequate time for the polymer to heat, all runs extended for at least
two hours. Chm eh aL noted that the exact amount of heathg time did not seem to affect

the outcome, so the uncertainty inherent in bringing the entire device to thermal equilibrium
with the hotplate did not concern me m u c h , and my results gave no indication that it
was an issue. After an adequate interval, I turned off the hotplate and allowed the device to

cool before turning off the air pressurej carefully relieving the accumulated pressure within

device, and removing the silicon wafers.

the

The pressure of the compressed air line varied somewhat over time,changing unpredictably
between 75 and 85 PSI, but thisrelatively small variation seemed unlifeety to affect the results

significantly. la parti&,

the piston was closely fitted d stiff, the silicon samples rather

inelastic, the system probably would not move h response to such small fluctuations in
pressure-

6.4

Imaging of Completed Plates

The optical microscope proved to have insufficient resolving power to observe the micro&

structures of LISA. The atomic force microscope, however, gave d

e n t

images and also

permitted dose measurement of feature size and height. The AFM in Prof-

'Ihnenbaum'a

lab is housed in a vibration-proofed chamber containing a movable, rotating platform for
samples; tlu$ platform incorporates a vacuum chuck to keep samples from moving while they
are imaged. I wqd it in tapping mode exclusively. Since I sought features on the order of
a few microns in diameter, I generally aet the scan to a few tens of microns across, with a

scan rate, gain, and resolution determined via trial and error for the particular features of

each sample. Too fast a scan rate tended to cause "streaking", too much g
uncontrolled oscillation of the tip, and so on.

Mer examhhg the h

t few PMMA

phw, T hund that the patterning of the po

showed a distinctive roughened appearance on 9- macroscopic scale, permitting me to locate

areas of pattern easily and to determine almost immediately whether a particular run had
successfully created patterned spots in the PMMA. Since the areas of patterning appeared
relatively random, I did not develop any particularly methodical way to image each area; I
simply tried to image at least a few patterned areas on each plate, and took additional images

of patterns that struck me as particularly interesting or novel.
The NanoS-e

Ilia software (version 4.43r8, made by Digital Instnimeaats) includes a

wide variety of image attalyais and manipulation tools. These allowed me to analyze the

images with a great deal of precision and detail, with the ability to -section

the image

heights proving particularly useful, along with the two-dimensional Fourier power -rum

analysis that provided an idea of the natural periodicity of the samples.

7
7.1

Results
Patterns: Qualitative

Since the masks I Used were flat and unfeatured, I looked for the periodic pillars of LISA
rattier than the mask-shaped features of LISC. Patterned areas demonstrated a characteristic

roughened and darkened appearance in the optical microscope, with larger patterns often
individuality visible.
The first specimen I examined in detail was the polymer-coated plate from the first run.
CunOdy, although I found features of roughly the right size and shape, they Â¥wer concave

b k a d of cmvex. This h i t M I y suggested to m y d and Dr. Tmmbaum that the p d h s had

in fact formed as expected,but adhered to the mask when the two pieces were separatedleaving inverted images of themselves in the polymer of the base plate.

AFM observation of the mask suggested that this was indeed the case. Pillars of varying
sizes and levels of organization appealed on the

toask near the metal stmdoffs. However,

later examination of other plates,

and further examination of the plates from the fast run;

im

showed that this initial theory was incorrect; the holes appeared to be a natural result of the

self-assembly processes occurring on the plates, not a result of pillars forming and adhering
t o the mask. Whether the features that did appear on the masks formed on the base plate

and then stuck to the masks as they pulled away, or perhaps formed on the masks in the first
I

place lay some other mechanism, is still open to speculation. Because of the small feature

size, it is impossible to identify which areas of a particular mask, exactly opposed a particular

patterned area on the corresponding polymea~coatedplate.
One frustrating aspect of the image analysis was the impossibility of empirically determin-

ing the exact distance between the mask and the substrate. Fbr some samples, the flattened
character of the featurea suggested that they had come in contact with the upper mask and

spread out against it, allowing me to infer a rough estimate of mask-substrateseparation from
the feature height. H o M , 'B&W I could not be certain how much polymer lay below a
particufar feature, this method could not be considered exact. Although the height of the

metal standoffs might be measured using the atomic force microscope, the wedge geometry

of most of the samples, along with the difficulty in determining how far the standoff might

Figwe 7: In these images, of tile top plate/*
-used in the first m, wesee pillars of a
variety of sizes. They an3 relatively round, hemtever, and in seme places even show traces of
periodicity and hexagonal organization.
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have embedded itself into the polymer surface, made it difficult to find the exact separation
between the silicon substrate and the mask.
Indeed, the metal s t i d o f i s in some cases appeared to be relatively ineffective, with dust
particles or impurities serving as the standoff instead, and self-assembled patterns forming
around these. In order to test this theory, I ran one experiment with the usual polymer hut a
standoffa of any sort, only such particles of dust and fragments of silicon as

plain &-no

might have d e c t e d on it incidentally. This run showed no notable self-assembly, aqgpting

that indeed the atand& serve an important purpose and some minimal separation between
mask and substrate is required for the observed phenomena to occur.

A wide variety of different self-assembledforms appeared on the various samples, ahowing
no obvious relation to the experimental parameteis.

In most cases, particularly with high-

temperature TWOS, they remained on the lower polymer sample; in a few cases they adhered
to the mask. The

forms fell into several categories: round holes, irregular holes, negative

"labyrinthsnand positive "labyrinthd', and, on occasion, pillars.

The labyrinthsseem to be the most common pattern ofself-assembly. Upon close examination,

they demonstrate interestiagfy consistent properties; the

of the patternff we more

often than not all the same width, suggesting initially that these patterns formed through

the p a r t s merging of regular pillar arrays like t h e seeni in ordered LISA. The labyrinth

anas ahow a characteristic width that remains relatively consistent from sample to sample,
varying feom ^tightly I^s than m e pm to about 1.6 pm (seeFig. 17 for a meire quantitative

analysis.)

It

reasonable to suppose that the width of the labyrinth arms is related to

the characteristic USA wavelength derived in various models of the p m .

Near the end <sS. the semester, however, I stumbled across a picture of a polymer that
had undergone spHiodal dewettmg (Fig. 10) and immediately recognized the characteristic
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the lab. Further research indicated that these types of patterns,are charaieterhtic of processes

in &block and triblock copolyine~~,
but may also occur in bomopulymers aueh as PMMA.
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F i ~ ~ r e . Thisimageshowsrnost
8;
ofthepatteKOBohttervedow^tkcourseofthe~imente,
within an 80 pm square. Near the bottom are large, irregular holes and some hints of

d

"aegatsvs"labyrinths;in the middleare arrays of small, roundish holes which grow and merge
to create ^positive^labyrinth-lileestructures; and at the top are scattered, bhted pillars.
The ifliagealsodeiaoiaatrates the quick transitions between structuresthat the polymer often
*played-

cÃ

Figure 9: A characteristic
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11: A partially aligned labyrinth from one of my samples, alongside Schift's orderly
-,

-

1 '-

This and other dewetting patterns [I21seemed to account for most of the observed sttures on my samples, suggesting that perhaps the m '

,

'

,

of LISA had relatively little to

do with my results. However, some areas exhibited a degree of orderedness uncharacteristic

of sphdaJ dewetting, which is an essentially random process (although, like LISA, it does
display a charActeristic ""wa'velength.")

These competing explanations for the.polymer features on nay samples may not be mutually hcompa+ibIe, %Iet
&
dvemmhhg the b b v h of PMMA dwkghprMng, QM

ordered labyrinths that seem to incorporate both the characteristic {earns of epinodaldewetting and the or<ierlhim,moderated by mask features,observed in EISA wad MSG. Although
my sample in Fig 11 does not demonstrate the near-completeorderedaess of Sduft's, it does

display a certain organization. It does not seem. entirely impossible that it might represent
some degree of ordered s d f a ~ m b l y ,
Although spinodal dewetting seems to account for most

transition between pa-

of the forms I observed, the

is still somewhat mysterious. In some patterns, it seemsrelatively

clear thai these pillars and labyrinth anus gradually merged into other foims. lit others,

however, thetransition from one pattern type to another is sudden and difficult to explainGiven the conformation of the patterned areas, one,possible explanation is that the patterns

are affected by m
t
f
edifferences in the distance between the PMMA a&

and the mask,

and from one type of pattern t o another. The patterned areas tend to occur as loops o

the appropriate conditions for pattern formation at a certain radius from the impurity.
Some work on thin-film polymer dewettrng also suggests that the method of cleaning

the underlying silicon substrate may have substantial effects on the patterns formed by the
polymer. Different cleaning agents, for instance, may affect the breakup of the surface, and
wiping with a Kimwipe apparently has a very significant effect on the nucleation and growth
of surface irregularities [12].

7.3 Quantitative: Fourier Analysis and Heights
Because of my uncertainty

as to

whether the processes I observed were a result of litho-

graphically induced self assembly or of more standard polymer dewetting processes, I did not

feel confident in concluding that the height of the observed features necessarily represented

the distance between the substrate and the mask. The flat upper surface of many samples
does suggest that the polymer features often reached the up to the mask, whatever the exact

mechanism of their formation. (Fig. 13)
The NanoScope program pionded a wide variety of modes tar numerical analysis and
manipulation of captured images. The most useful of these for determining the height of

individual features proved to be the erosfr-sectioning W o n , which provided profiles that
might then be more carefully analyzed. The heights of features compared to the surrounding

polymer substrate could provide an important due to the mechanism of formation, since the

pillar? in LISA actually draw polymer from around their bases in order to reach upward to
the mask. Unfortunately, since the behavior of spinodd dewetting under an upper mask is

relatively unknown, this method could not definitively distinguish between the two possible
mechanisms of feature formation but it might be considered to give a useful due as to the
degree of lithographically induced self assembly present in the samples.

In height analysis, some samples proved to be quite flat, with features appearing as undulations hi the backfepmndpolymer rather than risingabove it. Fig 12 shows one such sample,

:.j

&

F+

12: An area ofpolymer in which patterns aaak into the surface instead of rising above
it, creating a uniformly fiat area "withhole-like features

in which pillars create holesaround themselves rather than rising up above the tamrounding
polymer layer. Other samples shamed quite obvious pillar formation, with distinct pillars on

flat planes (see cross-sections Fig 14

Fig 15.) Pig 15, in particular, demonstrates the

height and aspect ratio most typical of LISA pillars observed by other researchers. None of

these samples, however, showed strong LISA periodicity.
Since both LISA and spmodal b e t t i n g exhilit characteristic length patterns, I wed the

~awm
spwkcyn analysis feature of the NanoScope program to de'tennine whether any such
diaratiteristic wavelength appeared in nq samples. Choosing images that &played the same

type of pattern over their entire area, I performed 3D spectrum analysis and found that the

features did indeed -lay

characteristic wavelengths, although these varied somewhat feom

sample to sample, The lahgrrinthe generally showed moderate p&
wavelmgkh; presttmably

between 1.4 aad 2 pm

the miance is due to the differing conditions preset on different

samples~and,indeed, on .dinerenfrareas of the same sample.
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Figure 14: Pillars which reach above the surface around them. Note the small depressions in
which they stand.

Figure 15: These pillars display an aspect ratio, shape and height typical of USA, but not
the close-packed periodicity usually associated with the phenomenon.

A single 2d power spectrum analysis, showing a particularly distinct peak at its
characteristic length scale.
F
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pillar.
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USA and spinodd dewetting, as they display occasional signs of an organization which is
micharaeteristic of basic spinodd decomposition.

Further study might include a number of variations on the basic experimental technique.
Rdkement of the d t h g techniques, obviously, might prodwe better d b .

~~the

silicon wafers more thoroughly, using a more sophisticated spinner to achieve a more even

and oaoBistent surface, and finding methods to more precisely control the heat and pressure
might all improve the repeatability and clarity of the re&ults. The standofis, too, could be

refined. Unfortunately I was not able to obtain silica colloid of the proper sizes to act as
standoflB for this experiment;i25pm, .50/wi, and 1pm colloids Â¥mighhave made convenient

and highly consistent standofis and provided more regular tesults. Combhimg more precise
standofis with superior cleaning techniques might permit a much more quantitative analysis

of the effects of the gap between the mask and substrate.
The most obvious experimental change would be to add an externally imposed electric
field, like that used by Schaffer and <'oUeagnes in their LISA experiments, or to somehow

increase the insulation between the S i plates to ensure that a net electrostatic charge could
be maintained between them. Dr. Tanenbaum and 1worked out some plane for this part of the
experiment, using Si -wafers coated with oxide so that the conductive standofis would not short

drcaitthepotentialacrossthewafers. ~heoxi@could~eetchedoffofa&areaofthe

wafers, and fine wires attached using conductive paist, such that the entire assembly could
&ibe
ll fit into the pressure device. The wires might then be attached to a 'power supply

that could provide 20 or $0 volte of DC current. Maintamiag the appropriate imulation
h
i
& the d d m pressure

w d d require

ingemi4y9bu% d m d d mt be =trmdy

difficult.. Thicfely oxide-coated plates might also prove &dent

to create a more insulated

system and ^n@wage the spontaneous formation of a potential diffiereace between the

wafers, particularly in combination with nonconducting stand&

Si

if such p d d he created or

obtained.
Other proceduralideascaifie under consideration

the semester hut never found time

for h@mntatioii. Coating the ntask with octadecyltrichlorosilane

(m),
a self-assembled

monolayer, would have ensured that the pillars remained on the lower polymer substrate in-

stead of adher& to the ma&,

M

they mrnethm did on the bare sikon/d&m.

The

process of applying the OTS, however, is a delicate and requires a dry "box. Since the occasional adhesion of the polymers to the zipper surface did not prevent analysis of data, and
since the construction of the pressure device took up a sipihmk portion of the semester,

mating the mask with OTS did not seem to be a productive use of time.

The field of t h h - h polpem a d the mierofdhation indmhy m y not yet be W y for

lithographically induced self asembly~orUSA may not be ready for it, being still in its rela-

five infancy ss a patterning tool. Nor has sphiodal d e b , with its attractive but chaotic

formations, found any industrial vse. These microscale phenomena still need characteriza-

tion, control, and further research into their basic mechaniffls and their potential benefits.
Although lithographically induced self assembly may sat have appeared in my samples, the
variegated and attractive patterns which did form created opportunities fer a great SesH of
interesting theory and research. Perhaps some interested student of miq&&rication or p l y -

mer thin films will choose to continue my research, to determine how the .patterns change

with time,heat, electricity, try sad discover practical uses for these intrunimg phenomena, or
simply fwd jwt the right conditions for LISA to occur. I wish them lack.
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Appendix One: A Selection of Interesting Images

Over the course of the semester, I amassed quite a large collection of AFM images of the
polymer structures. Although the images in the text serve to illustrate the theory and results

of this project particularly -well, I felt that many of the other pictures were also worthy of
inclusion, illustrating particularly interestingiunexplained or simply beautiful phenomena.

A thin line of patterning showing a variety of different forms and the transitions
between them.
Pigore 18:

]%nire 30; A "negative labyrinth" area.

